Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
rame rate up-conversion (FRC) is one of the main issues that have arisen in recent years with the emergence of new television and multimedia systems: conversion between any two display formats with different frame rates. For example, currently available motion pictures have a temporal rate of 24, 25, or 30 frames/sec, while high definition television (HDTV) and multimedia PC systems require high frame rates for improved visual quality. Especially, the frame rate is upconverted by a factor of two for HDTV systems, e.g., from 50 to 100 frames/sec. Therefore, frame rate must be up-converted to process motion pictures in the HDTV or multimedia environments. Until now simple FRC algorithms such as frame repetition and temporal linear/nonlinear interpolation have been used. In case of film-to-video conversion, 3:2 pulldown methods have been used. They use a 3:2 frame repeated sequence to increase the temporal rate. However, it is not suitable for conversion from low-and medium-resolution to high-resolution sequences as in HDTV, producing jerkiness. Also, linear interpolation gives rise to blurring at object boundaries. A typical video sequence contains moving objects and backgrounds, which is caused by camera motions. In this context, motion information is used in order to obtain a highquality FRC [1] . A number of FRC methods considering motion information have been proposed [1] - [6] .
Motion estimation (ME) is one of the well-known techniques for video processing. For example, in the video coding standards such as H.261, H.263, MPEG-2 [7] - [8] , block matching algorithms (BMAs) have been employed for ME. A BMA is simple to implement with a lower computational load than pixel-based ME methods, however undesirable blocking artifacts are inevitable by blockwise processing. Note that the motion information required for FRC is not the same as that for video coding. While motion compensated video coding techniques generate motion vectors (MVs) that yield the smallest prediction error, FRC requires ME that reflects more closely the true physical motion. Also, when motion compensated frame interpolation (MCFI) based on true MVs is applied to sequences for HDTV, a high computational load is required by a large search range, e.g., four times larger than SDTV cases. As a result, decreasing a computational load in finding true MVs is required for implementation of FRC. A number of fast ME methods have been proposed. Above all, ME algorithms based on spatial/temporal correlation [9] - [11] and hierarchical frame structure have been proposed [11] - [15] . These methods reflect actual motion fields and can be used for FRC. Several methods using spatial and temporal correlations among MVs are presented [4] - [5] . After selecting the best candidate vector, it is refined for application to MCFI. Hierarchical BMAs (HBMAs) generate MVs that are more close to the true motion [11] - [13] . Fig. 1 shows important elements for generic FRC. Even if existing algorithms detect true MVs, blocking artifacts do exist. Hence, reduction of blocking artifacts is unavoidably necessary [3] - [5] Also, most of the FRC algorithms perform an interpolation step only once using MVs that are obtained by forward or bi-directional ME without the reference frame [5] - [6] . Detecting true motion fields without reference frames has limitations. MCFI based on hierarchical structure can solve this problem. In this paper, we focus on detecting actual MVs using references generated at top level and frame interpolation at each level.
This paper proposes a novel hierarchical MCFI (HMCFI) algorithm based on the Gaussian/Laplacian pyramid structures that improve visual quality of interpolated frames, in which the progressive video sequence is assumed. The proposed algorithm is different from the existing HBMA based frame interpolation techniques that use the MVs obtained from hierarchical ME [11] - [13] Existing HBMA puts emphasis on obtaining true MVs using hierarchical approach and interpolating frames using detected MVs. Unlike this method, the proposed algorithm focuses on refinement of the MCFI based on a hierarchical scheme. In the proposed algorithm, we decompose each of the current and previous frames into a number of Gaussian/Laplacian images. The input frames are decomposed into lowpass and highpass components and, at each level, ME and frame interpolation are performed. The interpolated frame at current level is expanded and used for ME at next level. We perform ME and MCFI hierarchically from top level (coarsest resolution) to bottom level (original resolution), yielding final interpolated frames at bottom level. Blocks in the frame to be interpolated are constructed by a linear motion trajectory at top level. As a result, hole and overlapped regions are generated and we use a scheme similar to the CGI method [16] to overcome the difficulty in hole region processing. Also, an overlapped block motion compensation (OBMC) technique [4] is used to remove the blocking artifacts at bottom level. To show the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, the performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with that of the conventional frame interpolation method, in terms of the subjective visual quality. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Gaussian/Laplacians image pyramids are briefly reviewed in Section II and the proposed HMCFI algorithm is presented in Section III. Experimental results and discussions are shown in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
II. CONSTRUCTION OF GAUSSIAN/LAPLACIAN IMAGE PYRAMIDS
The hierarchical image structure is composed of Gaussian and Laplacian pyramids [17] . The Gaussian pyramid is a set of lower resolution images acquired by lowpass filtering and decimation. The Laplacian pyramid is defined by the difference image between two Gaussian images at adjacent levels. It contains high frequency components such as edges in an image. Similarly we can construct Gaussian and Laplacian pyramids from the previous frame .
Using the decomposed Gaussian/Laplacian images of the previous frame
and the current frame , 0 n n G f = we perform both ME and frame interpolation at each level. The proposed HMCFI algorithm employs different ME and interpolation procedures depending on the type of the pyramid level: top, intermediate, and bottom levels. The interesting reader is referred to [17] for details of the construction of Gaussian/Laplacian image pyramids.
III. PROPOSED HMCFI ALGORITHM
The proposed HMCFI algorithm is based on the Gaussian/Laplacian image pyramid structures [17] . The image pyramid approach represents an image as a set of images having different resolutions or scales and processes independently at each resolution level. The image pyramid technique supports various scalabilities such as image resolution, image size, frequency band, and amount of data. It is a coarse-to-fine technique and supports a progressive transmission. Examples of its applications include ME, still image/video coding, noise reduction, edge detection, and image matching [18] - [20] . Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed algorithm, in which frame interpolation results at upper level are delivered to lower level. At each level, different types of ME and MCFI are performed. The different block size is applied to ME at each level since the resolution at each level is different. . To obtain the MVs, forward ME is performed using a BMA. To obtain more accurate MVs, a half-pixel accuracy spiral search is applied [8] . The interpolated Gaussian image
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed HMCFI algorithm (L=3).
Interpolated Gaussian frames are reconstructed block by block
using forward MVs, where the displacement in the interpolated frame is linearly interpolated. If the location of the displacement is not on the integer grid, the intensity value on the fractional grid is bilinearly interpolated using intensity values of neighboring pixels on the integer grid. Hole and overlapped regions are generated in the interpolated frame since the grid of the motion compensated block is not exactly matched to that of the interpolated frame. Overlapped and hole region processing is presented in Section III-C. 
The bi-directional ME used in MPEG-2 [8] is performed at intermediate level by using the interpolated frame in (2) as the reference frame. Note that no hole and overlapped regions exist in the reference frame at intermediate level, in which the interpolated frame corresponds to the reference frame on which the block grid is generated. Forward and backward ME steps are performed to detect forward and backward MVs ,
and the Gaussian image
) of the previous (current) frames at current level.
Using the forward and backward MVs, the prediction mode at current macro block (MB) is selected depending on the mean squared differences (MSDs):
Forward prediction: mode of the current MB. Also, as an attempt to reduce the blocking artifacts, we use the OBMC [4] .
C. Overlapped and hole region processing at top level
The drawback of the BMA is to produce unnatural blocking artifacts. This problem arises because the BMA assumes that the motion field is piecewise constant. Several approaches were used to solve this problem: control grid interpolation (CGI), triangle motion-compensation (TMC), mesh and affine motion-parameterization. But CGI produces a smooth motion field and performs poorly in a region in which the motion field changes abruptly. A switched CGI (SCGI) that incorporates the advantage of the BMA was presented [16] . As an attempt to process the hole region, in this paper a technique similar to the CGI method is employed after overlapped region processing.
Overlapped and hole regions are generated in the interpolated frame since the grid of the motion compensated block is not exactly matched to that of the interpolated frame. To overcome this defect, we apply the overlapped and hole region processing. Fig. 4 shows overlapped and hole regions generated in the interpolated frame at top level. We employ a counter array to detect overlapped and hole regions. It consists of pixelwise values that are incremented by one when the pixel in the interpolated frame is covered by the block specified by the displacement in MC. Hole regions (overlapped regions) consist of pixels with the value equal to zero (larger than one). The total number of occurrences covered by the motion compensated blocks in the interpolated frame is stored. Also, to process hole regions, a motion vector array is needed. Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of overlapped and hole region processing. The array is initialized by a large value that cannot be produced by MV. MV arrays are replaced by block MVs in the interpolation process.
a) Overlapped region processing
We compare block MADs of several candidate blocks that cover the pixel ) , ( y x in the interpolated frame, select the block yielding the smallest block MAD, and reconstruct the pixel in the overlapped region using that block. Note that the MV array is updated with MVs of that block. As a result, all the MV arrays are filled with MVs except for hole regions.
b) Hole region processing
FRC using block-based motion compensation introduces the hole (with no motion trajectory) and overlapped (with multiple passes of motion trajectories) regions in the interpolated frame. To handle the holes, the spatial interpolation might be adopted [21] , however, it requires complicated operations since the spatial neighborhood of a hole may still contain other holes. A forward/backward prediction method based on the classification of the holes into the covered and uncovered regions has been developed under the assumption that the video sequence has a static background [22] . This method, however, produces unsatisfactory results, especially in video sequences with camera motions, such as panning and zooming, which violate the assumption of the static background. Also, conventional hole region processing cannot be adopted if the motions between the previous frame and the frame to be interpolated are large. Hole region processing is not simple because a motion trajectory is not defined for a hole. Fig. 6 shows hole region processing. This scheme is fast and supports spatial correlation of MVs. By the proposed hole region processing, a hole can obtain the motion information from its neighboring MVs. First, we detect zero counter array values. Second, we spiral search around the detected pixel and find four nearest control points. Initial maximum value of the number of passes can be set to an arbitrary value and the process is stopped if four nearest control points are detected. Last, the compensated image at hole using the weighted 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this Section, we present experimental results with several test sequences. The experiments are focused on doubling the frame rate. The proposed method interpolates frames based on the refinement process. Refinement is conducted by ME and MCFI at each level. Indeed, the OBMC method [4] is utilized to reduce blocking artifacts of the interpolated frames at bottom level. Subjective image quality of the interpolated sequences is compared. The significant point for performance comparison based on subjective image quality is blocking artifacts that are the main demerit of the MC based FRCs. Experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms the conventional MCFI [8] , [12] . The block size is varied (4×4, 8×8, and 16×16 from top to bottom levels) in ME. The human visual system is sensitive to color information. Blocking artifacts in color sequences are easily perceived than in black/white sequences. Test sequences are color sequences with YUV 4:2:2 format and the number of levels L is set to three.
A. Conventional MCFI ME is processed on the Gaussian/Laplacian image pyramid structures, where previous and current frames are represented as sets of image pyramids. MVs calculated at the lowest resolution are delivered to next higher resolution level as initial offset MVs for refining the MVs. As a result, the MV field close to the true motion field is produced at bottom level. Frame interpolation is performed using an interpolation scheme of an MPEG-2 decoder for B frames [8] without adding any residual error signal. At each level, different block sizes are employed (4×4, 8×8, and 16×16 from top to bottom level).
B. Frame interpolation of the test sequence I: Calendar
Calendar sequence is an example of the scenes with multiple motions containing camera zooming/panning and several different object motions: rotation (ball), horizontal motion (train), and vertical motion (calendar). However, this sequence generally shows medium motions from frame to frame. Search ranges are ±6, ±6, and ±3 at top, intermediate, bottom levels, respectively. Image size is 352×288 common intermediate format (CIF). Fig. 7 shows that the proposed algorithm is superior to conventional MCFI. A conventional MCFI produces blocking artifacts, which are visible at the calendar region (see Figs. 7(c) and 7(e)). One can see that the subjective quality of the proposed HMCFI is better than that obtained by the conventional MCFI. The better performance is obtained by the coarse-to-fine approach that employs true motion estimation and OBMC.
C. Frame interpolation of the test sequence II: Flower Garden
Flower Garden sequence contains camera-panning motions. This sequence contains relatively fast camera motions and yields large overlapped and hole regions at top level. Search ranges are ±10, ±10, and ±5 at top, intermediate, bottom levels, respectively. Image size is 720×480 source input format (SIF). In this case, even if object motions do not exist, fast camera motions make it difficult for MCFI to be successfully applied to FRC. Fig. 8 shows that the sequence obtained by the proposed algorithm shows good results. Especially, an edge of the roof and a support of a tree in Figs. 8(d) and 8(f) show that blocking artifacts are almost removed. For this reason, not only true ME but also an OBMC technique is essential for MCFI based on BMA. Especially, at top level, a number of large hole regions are generated by fast camera motions. The conventional hole region processing is not suitable for this case. The proposed hole region processing algorithm generates the satisfactory interpolated frame at top level and this interpolated frame serves as a good reference at next level. This effect will be explained in Section IV-D. The proposed algorithm utilizes a hierarchical MCFI at each level, and OBMC at bottom level. Finally, this refinement procedure greatly removes blocking artifacts.
D. Effectiveness of hole region processing and OBMC in the proposed algorithm with the test sequence III: Football
In this Section, we show the effectiveness of hole region processing and OBMC. Of course, coarse-to-fine frame interpolation for FRC shows an excellent advantage. However, if the interpolated frame at top level is wrong, the error is propagated to bottom level. The interpolated frame at top level is a reference at next lower levels. For example, we can consider multi-resolution ME. One serious problem associated with these estimation schemes is that if an incorrect MV is detected at top level of the pyramid, it is propagated to bottom level, resulting in performance degradation. So, we must interpolate the frame at top level as accurately as possible. With the hole region processing, as a first attempt, we use causal spatio-temporal filtering. We consider the intensity
at hole pixel along with three neighboring intensities ( )
the interpolated frame. We also consider the intensities ) , ( 
yielding a smaller SAD value replaces the intensity value at that (hole) point. But, if the motion is fast and resolution is high, this causal spatio-temporal filtering is not suitable for hole region processing since the hole region is large. In the second attempt, we consider bi-directional ME using as a reference the interpolated frame before hole region processing. If the block of the reference contains holes, holes are not considered in the computation of the mean absolute difference (MAD). Of course, pixels of previous and current frames at the same position as the hole of the frame interpolated at top level are not considered in MAD calculation. However, if the size of hole pixels is large, the probability of false block matching is high. We use a technique similar to the CGI method and Figs. 7-9 show satisfactory results. Fig. 9 shows the Football sequence containing a fast and respective object motion. This sequence shows blocking artifacts in the frame reconstructed by the conventional MCFI. The proposed HMCFI algorithm is shown to be very effective. Search ranges are ±12, ±12, and ±6 at top, intermediate, and bottom levels, respectively, with the image size equal to 720×480 (SIF). Fig. 9(d) shows hole regions generated at top level. This image size is 180×120, in which gray and black values indicate overlapped and hole regions, respectively. One can see that hole regions are large. The proposed hole region processing improves the quality of interpolated frames. Interpolated frame generated at top level serves as good reference at next level (see Figs. 9(e), 9(f), and 9(g)). Fig. 9 (e) shows that a single interpolation step is not sufficient for effective frame interpolation, even if the MV field is similar to the true MV field. Fig. 9(f) shows that some blocking artifacts cannot be removed by the proposed algorithm without OBMC, even if ME of the proposed algorithm yields true MVs. Fig. 9(g) shows that the proposed algorithm with OBMC is very effective for frame interpolation.
E. Color processing
Color frame interpolation is achieved by performing FRC on the luminance (intensity) component alone. The original U and V components are interpolated according to the MV information obtained from Y component and combined in final interpolation. Then the interpolated YUV is transformed to obtain RGB.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose the HMCFI algorithm based on the Gaussian/Laplacian pyramid structures for FRC. We apply a hierarchical approach to frame interpolation, which yields better visual quality. The existing MCFI for FRC performs an interpolation step only once using MVs obtained without references. Even if the obtained MVs are close to true MVs, simple interpolation may yield unsatisfactory results. The proposed algorithm performs ME and MCFI at each level of the Gaussian/Laplacian image pyramids. Because the interpolated frame at top level serves as a good reference at next level, top level processing is important for efficient ME and MCFI at next levels. Hole regions generated at top level are processed by the scheme similar to CGI, and MV refinement and OBMC reduce the blocking artifacts.
Experimental results with several test sequences show that the proposed algorithm gives better performance than the conventional MCFI algorithm. Although this paper focuses mainly on doubling the frame rate, minor changes can make the proposed method easily applicable to various conversions, e.g., conversion of film (24 frames/sec) to video in HDTV or multimedia (60 frames/sec).
